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TEACHING STATEMENT 
AMELIA ROSE SALISBURY 

 
My pedagogical approach is playful, gentle, and process oriented.  I perceive 

my role as most effective and meaningful when the classroom structure is rhizomatic, 

and encourage a culture of curiosity, where experimentation, discovery, and creative 

synthesis occur through diverse processes.  I aim to promote each students’ confidence 

in both their own research and its value, as well as their problem solving and critical 

thinking capacity, by fostering a challenging but welcoming environment wherein 

engagement and dialog are active, self-rewarding, responsibilities of the individual.  

While valuing the innate tendencies of each student, I also frame the locus for growth 

as dependent on the investigation and reception of the unique breadth of processes 

occurring across peers, and as a cross-fertile reflection on these distinct contexts.   

I strive to balance structure/direction, unstructured/self-directed, and peer 

collaboration/peer review in class experiences, and to be receptive to the unique 

characteristics of each class as a whole, as well as of each individual.  I recognize and 

aim to support diverse styles of cognition and learning, while also maintaining a growth 

oriented expectation of engagement, wherein each individual’s own creative and 

critical synthesis/practice is challenged and assessed largely in comparative 

relationship to themselves.  

I build curricula around two interwoven components: facilitating proficiency with 

technique and form, and promoting conceptual growth, through expansion, distillation, 

and extension of concepts.  I integrate a balance of these factors in both introductory 

and advanced level classes.  However, I tend more toward fostering and challenging 

conceptual questions around relationships between content and form, emphasizing 

their interdependence and transmutations, as well as in beginning to map various 

contexts of practice and dialogue in history and contemporaneity.  Formal 

components of the curricula I employ engage with first media specific, then dissolved 

media boundaries in methodology and approach, investigation of materials and 

materiality, iteration and seriality—emphasizing variations in process and solution, 

restraint—as liberating, registers of language and semiotics, metaphor, metonymy, 

potential, and transformation.  Conceptual components of curricula I use are often 

driven by ‘topics,’ as loosely orienting entryways.  Topics, may be as broad as 

‘figuration,’ ‘memory,’ ‘space and place,’ and present perimeters which guide in 

filtration, focus, and also malleably reshape perceived boundaries and associations 

with form.  So often content grows out of form--or is directed and transfigured by 

process:  we learn the tendencies of form that interest us, through their relationship to 

content and vice versa; this is where I promote awareness and reflection through 

dialog, from the beginning, but increasingly so, as curriculums advance.  

At all levels, I guide students in their explorations through inviting dialogue 

around their work. I also introduce, or provide opportunities for students to acquaint 

themselves with, diverse entry points in their individually plotted maps of practice, 
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critique, and context.  Short lectures introducing small chunks of Art History in formal, 

cultural, and historical contexts, artist research and student presentations, assigned 

reading excerpts of various texts (theory, criticism, artist’s diaries), film, fieldtrips, and 

both verbal and written formal analysis are often employed and culminate in hybridized 

“projects” that combine research, reflection, synthesis, and practice.  I aim to frame 

these entry points as single references in a vast and fluid array of approaches, 

examples, phenomena, and ideas, in an infinitely diverse, ever changing web of 

contexts, relationships, and perceptions.  While, I assert high expectations in student’s 

investment and participation, I also relay there is no particular order or pace research 

needs to take place in.  Rather, that our research more often unfurls organically, and is 

named and structured increasingly by one’s own curiosities, questions, and intentions.   

Whether visual gestures reflect observation, idea, or both, their evolution requires 

regular practice to strengthen memory, impulse, and one’s evolving biological and 

spiritual lattice between cognition, the body as a tool, and perception.  I stress this 

importance of regular engagement and dedicated practice across levels and 

mediums.  

I utilize evaluation rubrics wherein exploration and risk-taking are encouraged 

and valued.  Investment is key to each individual’s growth, but that investment is 

evidenced in various forms, applications, and outcomes—and may not be accurately 

measurable even for the individual evaluating them self.  To ask, Is something at stake 

here? is perhaps a broader, though unrefined, measure of this abstract involvement.  

I also aim to cultivate an inclusive atmosphere, with sensitivity to the many 

factors outside of the classroom that may contribute to student’s experiences in the 

classroom.  I’m warm, empathetic, and compassionate by nature, but also expect, and 

aim to facilitate a high level of self-motivation and personal investment.  I genuinely 

care about each student, and feel gratification if there is something, directly or 

indirectly, that they take, build on, or return to.  I too learn from each individual, each 

course, and each semester—and that is the highest privilege, and an ever-renewing 

reward.   

Finally, I value hybridity, cross-disciplinary interaction, interruptions in routine and 

established structures, collaboration, and synergistic models for processes of discovery 

as central to our consistent growth.  Education (whether through or outside of an 

institution) is about more than learning indicators, objectives, evaluation, and 

applications.  It’s about the evolution of each individual, and the evolution of 

concentric inter-related webs of dialog, encounter, and populace that surround:  an 

awareness of culture, and of a present moment; gaining greater understanding of the 

past and the lenses and contexts that inform that understanding, and projecting our 

best intentions on the future.  I perceive my role as cultivating and maintaining an 

environment wherein each individual is safe, encouraged, and stimulated to grow, 

expand awareness, and engage in something larger and outside of themselves.   
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A Note on Foundations: 

 

In Foundations, I give equal emphasis to content, conceptual relationships, and 

form.  Here especially, student encounters with notions of subject, idea, and outcome, 

are entangled with, and wedded to, a narrow web of familiar contexts:  an expansion 

of this circumference is my first priority.  I try to reframe the artist’s goals through 

language of creative experimentation, as opposed to totalizing in representation a 

bound idea.  Regarding form, I actively introduce traditional Principles and Elements of 

Art and Design, but additionally prioritize principles especially relevant to contemporary 

dialogues around both visual and cultural phenomena.  

Conventional fluency in technique, while valuable, is a lifelong practice, not a 

destination.  Just like the evolution of ideas, progression here is not uniform in pace or 

purpose across students, and further proficiency in craft can be both expansive and 

constrictive within one’s larger potential explorations.  I aim to facilitate an investigation 

of technique/s through the lens of discovery, as oppose to precision or imitation.  While I 

promote and give value to technical development, and expect evolution and breadth 

in each student’s skill set, I largely refrain from prescriptive or personal demonstrations 

and examples (even student examples), as they propagate a false periphery, or false 

normative boundary.  If each student explores the same problem from disparate 

angles, a whole class may benefit from the curiosity around their differences, and digest 

diverse processes and outcomes as a whole.  It is a slower process of growth toward 

some aims and specific facility, however, longer term, students retain an opportunity to 

invent and discover their own techniques, tools, methodologies, and approaches 

toward visual language, of far greater value than mimicry.  Further, facets of 

proficiency may, even more often, be achieved through exploration than wrote 

practice.  This is not to say I omit introduction to and demonstration of traditional 

methodologies.  I demonstrate various tools and approaches (for example ‘sighting’ in 

observational drawing) and aim to provide context and functionality, where possible.  

As long as students are striving toward, and guided toward, each of these objectives 

(technique/skill, invention/innovation) they will progress both in their innate tendencies 

and habits of practice as well as outside of them.   

 

 


